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German Radio Intelligence"
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A senior German officer's view 0/ communications intelligence operations in
the North African and European theaters 0/ the Second World War.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ELECTRONIC WARFARE

Toward the end of World War JI about 12,000 signal troops of the German
Army were engaged in intercepting the radio traffic of an increasingly
powerful enemy_ With the decline of the information gained by intelligence
through aerial observation, prisoner of war interrogations, and reports from
enemy agents. communication intelligence became increasingly important. In

spite of the constant attempts of all the enemies to improve radio
communication and increase its security. German signal troops were able
again and again to gain access to the information transmitted by this
medium.
Thanks to communication intelligence. German commanders were better
informed about the enemy and his intentions than in any previous war. This
was one of the factors which gave the German command in the various
campaigns of World War II a hitherto unattained degree of security. The
fact that. during the final years of the war when the German Army Command
was leading exhausted and decimated troops without reserves, it was able to
offer less and less resistance to clearly recognized measures and intentions of
the Allies, and that Hitler was unwilling to acknowledge the true situation on
all froms and the growing enemy superiority as reported in accurate detail by
communication Intelligence. is one of the deep tragedies of the German
soldier .
• Lieutenant General Albert Praun served as Germany's Chief of Army and Armed Forces
Signal Communications from 1944 to the end of the Second World War. This article is taken
from a history of the same title prepared for the HistoricaL Division, Headquarters, European
Command, U.S. Army, and Later released by [he OOke of the Chief of Military History.
Readers wilt note references added by tbe translator of tile original [tr.) and by the editor of the
Tecnnical JOllrnal led,}. No effort has been made to amend General Praun's teu to rel1ect reteDt
\\Iork on communication'i intelligence and its role in the Second World War. Some minor
changes in spelling, punctuation, and wording ha"e been made, and the teKt has been abridged
[0 foe liS on opeulions involving American and British forces
This anicle is classified SECRET in its entirety by aUlhorit)' of the Department of the Army,
22 January 1953 Review Oil 22 January 1983
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OPERATIONS AGAINST GREAT BRITAIN (l940-4W

After the conclusion of the Campaign in the West OKH (Oberkommando
des Heeres, "Army Command") ordered Army Group A to initiate radio
intelligence operations against the British Isles. This intelligence mission,
which was given in the form of a preliminary order on 2 JuLy 1940, was
supplemented by mid~July with requests for the following specific information: present location of former British Expeditionary Force units; organization, strength and disposition of Regular Army and Territorial Army forces
in the British Isles, as well as of forces shipped to England from the
Dominions, with special empha~is on Canadian troops; transfer of units from
the mother country for service in the Near East (Balkans) and Middle East
(Egypt and North Africa); defensive measures initiated by permanent coastal
defense forces and mobile defense forces; and coverage of the channel coast.
this being the immediate objective for a German invasion in accordance with
plans for Operation Seeloewe. t (The operations of the assigned intercept
units, including intercept, areas are shown in Chart 1.)
In spite of intensiye searching during the first four weeks (July 1940), it
was impossible to intercept any messages of the kind which had been sent by
mobile elements of the British Expeditionary Force on the Continent, To be
sure, a few messages were picked up, but they could neither be followed for
any length of time nor assigne-d to any regular net traffic, and frequently they
were so brief as to preclude even the taking of accurate bearings. The few
messages intercepted, though encrypted in a rather simple field cipher, were
not enough for cryptanalysis purposes. In the final evaluation these
observations",were interpreted to mean that the seriously decimated divisions
of the British Expeditionary Force first had to be reorganized, re--equipped
and rehabilitated, and that in any event they were not yet ready for largescale training exercises.
On the other hand, there was always regular traffic from fixed stations
believed to be operating as "coast defense sector stations" with a net control
station ncar London. This traffic was easily intercepted because of the failure
to change call signs and frequencies. Messages handled by this net provided
material for the first attempts at cryptanalysis. However. there was hardly
any chance to draw conclusions of a tactical nature from the traffic analysis
of this coast defense net, since it was apparently operated by welHrained
personnel who observed strict radio discipline.
After this initial period, which extended through August and september
1940, radio traffic emanating from mobile units increased in volume, By
means of radio bearings four "training areas" {see Chart I) could be
~Thi-; section was written by Colonel Randewig, the commander of intercept units. attached
to Army Group A durin! 1940~41. led.)
tSeelor!we ("Sealion·'), The Gernum plan for the invasion of Britain, led)
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TIle Downs, including Sussex, Kent and Surrey; Norfolk, with
Wells-on-Sea, the first locality identified; York, between the Humber and
Tees: and Monmouth. along the northern shore of the Bristol Channel.
In the' beginning (he training exercises in these areas were still characterized
by the same excellent radio discipline which was obse£\'ed by tbe fixed nets.
such as rapid (uning of transmjllers preparatory (0 operation. brevity and

speed of transmission, and avoidance of requests for repeat. In spite of the
~e of a single frequency for each net and the systematic use of call signs,
mter-net relationships could only be guessed at; il was impossible to draw
any conclusions from them regarding organizational structure. No cryptographic erron; were commirred which cook:t have l~ to the solution of their
ciphers.
. Trans~lssion efficiency gradually diminished, probably because the training
gIVen racho operators had been too short and inadequate. NClmes of localities
appeared in the clear. and in the course of time abbreviations of unlt
designations were inlercepted which were increasingly easy to identify. Thus.
it was possible to locate the Norfolk training area by the term "Wells-Qn-Sea
brigade," and the unit to which Ihis brigade was anached wal:i clearly
revealed by a repeat request in clear text. Subsequently, the new numerical
designations of the two London divisions were identified in the same way.
Unit designations were mentioned so freqlJently lhat it was finally possible to
prepare a complete list of units of the British field armies. including
Canadian forces. and Ihe composition of divisions down to infantry and
artillery battalions. At the same time the territorial headquarters, as well as
the corps headquarters in command of the "Mobile Defense forces." and
thus the top-level organization. also became known. This information became
available even before a single radio message could be solved _ At firSt, the
carclcss.ness with which unit designations were revealed raised the suspicion
thai this was aU pari of a deliberate deception. The enemy Would not have
committed such serious violations of security rules unless his own monitoring
syslem was a complele failure. The accuracy of German intelligence eSlimates
was subsequently confirmed by Ihe COnlents of other messages.
As a result of the information gathered about the composition of enemy
forces, the Germans increased their regular inlercept coverage of the training
areas, especiaJJy lhose in southern England. with an eye 10 their intended
landin~ operations. The constantly increasing radio Iraffic now also permitted
a~alY~IS of the nets' structure and pJouing of headquarters areas by the
dlteetJon-nnding units. In this manner it was possible to (race the
concentration areas of the divisions assigned to coastal defense and to follow
the course of several anti-invasion exercises. During these exercises il was
always possible to detennine command nels and sometimes [he link. with Ihe
RAF, while unit nets could rarely (and armored traffic never) be picked up at
all. In several instances it Wai possible 10 distingUish between tactical (lower
echelon) and command traffic. By combining the lWO, Ihe purpose of Iraining
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exercises could be inferred. It was learned thaC in case of a German landing
the coastal defense forces were to withdraw at first and then destroy the
invader by means of mobile tactics afler reassembling and forming centers of
gravity.
During intercept operations a few of the identified divisions disappeared
from the radio picture for varying periods of time, some altogether. lbeir
whereabouts in the interim could not be ascertained in most eases. In no
instance was it possible to obtain reJiable inform.i1ion about their movement
overseas. which. however, was subsequenlly presumed to have talen place.
A coincidence led. to the discovery of a troop movement from Carlisle in
nonhero England to Belfa.."t in Northern beland, which the Luflwaffe was
ordered to reconnoiter and attack. The Germans made Ihe mistake of
neglecting to observe overseas radio communicatioll with adequate meanS at
the s.ame time they were intercepting traffic between points within the United
Kingdom. NeveTlheless, the over-aU piclure of Ihe disposition of tne enemy
forces continued to be known, especially since many of tbe cryptographic
systems in use were broken after about Seplember 1940.
Summing Up. British army radio traffic in 1940-41 can be appraised as
follows: Messages could be easily intercepted fOt three reasons: each net
operated on a single frequency. frequencies were cbanged only at regular
inlervals, and the British used a call sign system which facilitated the
identification of the NCS sDd secondary stations. Nor were these defects
offset by the excellent r4dio di~ipliDC which the British observed. in the
beginning. When the iatter deteriorated, even the most skillful enciphermenl
could no longer guarantee security. Secrecy was lost by the mention of
towns, areas. and troop designations in the clear. The.care\ess way in which
radio Ope:r.tltcrlS were carried out suggests lhal the British underestima1ed
German communicalion inlelligt:nce.
INTERCEPT OPERATiONS AGAINST GREAT BRITAIN ANO THE UNITED STATES
(1942)

No substantial changes were made in the British radio system until the
summer of 1942. Tbe Bergen Fixed lniercepi Station in Norway was
($tabJishcd and it covered Great Britain, Canada. the United States, and Ihe
American bases in lcc:land. Greenland, and Cenua\ America. Altogether,
these areas were covered by about 150 receivers. British nets could be easily
detected because they continued to use c.:alJ signs taken from the "call sign
families," for example. F8A. FBAE, FBB, ete,:. Moreover. clear·texi
messages transmitted balh by phone and CW provided many valuable hints
aboul the morale of the troops. Grid coordinates were easily SOlved. even if
the fliers did nOI make the mistake, as was frequently the case, of radioing
p(acenames and grid coordinales in the clear. after which the ground slation
would immediately relay the vcry same designations in cooe.
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and units< In phone communications differences in en,unciation provided the
most strik.ing contrast. "rranstators did not find it dlffic.ult to master both
"English" and "American" literary, colloquial, and. mihla~·y. style.s, as well
as slang expressions. Special dictionaric1> and glossanes of IdiomatiC phrases
were supplemented from current intercepts.
.
In the United States proper the activation of divisions ~~d other umts
could be followed almost perfectly. Their stage of lralOlOg coul~ be
ascertained from transfers to various camps. Their degree of combat r~admess
and their impending shipment overseas became evidenl from the assignment
of APO numbers. These APO numbers were then carefully followt:d. I: they
appeared in connection with an eastern port, for example. New York., It was
clear that the unit concerned was to be shipped to Europe, ",:hereas western
port designations. for example, San Francisco, meant shipment to the

Tho~ Canadians had to a large extent adopted the British procedures (call
signs, frequencies, and cryptosystems) but they were distinguished by
characteristic details, so tbat they could be identified even before cryptanalysis

was instituted. The presense of the Empire troops in the British Isles was
defected by recognition of their individual characteristics. Still more revealing

were the messages sent by foreign units stationed in England: Poles, Belgians,
French, Norwegians, and others.
Until its integration into the Regular Army, the traffic of the British

Home Guard showed special characteristics which made it easy to observe its
activities, organization. strength, and deployment. Valuable intelligence was
obtained. either through the memion of individual troop units or of taclical
doctrine, by observing RAF units which were attached to the Army. Such
intelligence covered a variety of subjects, including individual aircraft, liaison
staffs, and airfieldS, It enabled the Germans, for example, to follow every
detail of an engagement during maneuvers, including the identification of
tactical objectives as provided by British reconnaissance planes, the
operations of major formations, and reports sent upon completion of a
bombing mission-all from the interception of dear-text messages.
Maneuvers in general were a fertile source of information, because the
procedure signs (in the clear) which headed each message could be recognized
immediately, Command post exercises provided an abundance of information
about unit designations, physical location, organization, equipment, state of
training, officers' names, in short, all the small pieces needed by intelligence
for building up a complete jig~saw picture of the situation, Warnings
exchanged between operators about impending inspections by their superiors
showed that there was a lack of radio supervision_
In the spring of 1942 a large-scale maneuver was carried out south of
london, called "Operation Tiger," which lasted several days. Two motorized
divisions and several RAF units participated. and their composition and
strength were clearly recognized in a short time, The course of the exercises
were followed so exactly that by sending over the Luftwaffe the Gerrnans
could have converted the maneuver into a real combat action. These German
intercept successes were shortly afterward confirmed by British press and
radio reports,
Until the summer of 1941 no difficulties were encountered in intercepting
Americafl radio communication. with the result that inter-net relationships
could be clearly ascertained. From the more distant areas of the United
States only the sky waves were heard, While troop exercises could not be
picked up at all. Even after the subsequent coordination of British and
American operation procedures there were StH! many Characteristics Which
made it easy to distinguish the units of each Army. They used different
operating signals and different abbrel/ialions for identical service branches

Pacific,
American units were recognized soon after their arrival in the British Isles
by the previously known APO numbers, and thei.r subsequent w.h~reabo.uts
could be traced from clues SimIlar to those prOVIded by the Bntlsh umts.
Thus, all major American units were currently identified.
A special source exploited by German communication intelligence .was the
transmission of officers' promotion notices. The tYPlcal message (10 clear
texO began as follows: "The President intends to promote you to ., Do you
accept?" These "promotion messages" supplcm~nted our I~ator files ~nd
enabled us to draw various inferences. If the umt of the officer m questIon
had been previously known but its present station had not been traced: a
promotion message transmitted, for instance. to Iceland would thus prOVIde
the Germans with its location.
In the spring of 1942 a new transmitting tech~ique was .introduced. in
American long-distance communication (both domestIc and for~lgn) Limt d~led
up this ex.cellent source of German intelligence. The Eusklfc~en sta~lo~,
which was charged with nyptanalysis of thIS traffic, solved the. uddle W:1thlO
one week, however, by means of tape recordings and systematic analY~ls, It
was finally discovered that the process used was a rapid system of wlfeless
telegraphy which differed from the usual method by the number of current
impulses. This was the "Radiotype"" ~ethod. A tremendo,us num~er of
military and business messages were 1>0011 mtercepted. After a ~hort Whlle t~e
receiving operators were able [0 "read" the message tapes as fa~t as Morse
code. Fortunately, after a pause of one week, military mess~ges m clear text
became more frequent for a lime. This mistake was not discovered by the
Americans unlil later, at which time they began to enCipher these

i
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10 as. "War-type" if! the original. "RadiotYIK" is
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de\'doped by Infernational Business Machines and used temporarily by the U.S. Armed Forces
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..t,em. worle on Iht~e messages was discontinued.
In the summer of 1942 the BritiSh introduced new radio techniques, which
wen: also widely adopted by the Americans. At EI Alamein the British
captured the entire equipment of the intercept company attached to the
German Africa Corps. As will be explained at length in the section on
Arrica. they recognized their former misktakes and quickly corrected them
on all fronts. However. these new methods were not introduced everywhere
simultaneously. but at first only in Africa. German inlercept troops in
western Europe were thus able to adjust themselves in time. German
communication intelligence now encountered considerably more difficulties in
evaluating the traffic. Call signs and frequencies were changed at irregular
in!l:::rV'dls. which made it impossible to recognize inter-nel relationships. It
required some time and considerable experimentation before other distinguishing Characteristics enabled German traffic afUllysis and direction finding units
to overcome these difficulties. The numerous, informative messages in clear
It:xl disappeared. One of the best sources of intelligence were the careless
transmissions of the RAF. over whose radio discipline the British Army
apparently did not exercise any conlrol or supervision.
lbe landing operation at Oieppe in August 1942 provided not only the
Allies but also German communication intelligence with some interesting
lessons, successes, and failures. The preparations for this operation were
completely concealed from German radio intelligence. The participating
Allied units observed exemplary radio silence up to the actual landing. This
procc:dure was Ihe correct one and laler resulted in Ihe same degree of
surprise during the landings in North Africa and during the invasion of
Normandy,
Even after the landing at Dieppe. wilh irs ensuing radio Iraffle. German
radio intelligence did not immediately recognize what was going on. The first
intercc:pts were received with good signal strength by The Hague Fixed
Intercept Station. Somewhat later the station in Etretat heard some extremely
weak signals which failed to reveal the general situation. The Hague slation
had no data regarding their precise: direction, but because of the strength of
Ihe signals. believed that fighting was going on in the Netherlands. Wilh this
in mind, it inquired at the iocal Army headquarters. where nothing was
k.nown. 08 West had not been notified. The report was Iransmitted very
inefficiently from the 3Hacked units Ihrough the long chain of command to
OB West. By the time: the nature and location of the event had been clarified
in this irregular manner. German communication intelligence was once again
working systema(icaUy. The interception of all messages from Dieppe was
centrally controlled from St. Germain. Enemy messages became more
numerous <lnd informati\'e unlil around noon. then remained at the same
level for a While, only to be::l:ome fewer with the disengagement which took:
place in the lafe:: afternoon. and (hen disappeared entirely during the cross-
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Channel evacu..ation. 08 West could be informed more rapidly about every
phase of the fighling through radio -intelligence (han through the communication channels of the field unils. Encrypted messages were solved even
during the course of the attack.. However. the numerous code names for
targets, lerrain features, and the lik.e, could not be interpreted during the
brief course of the operation. Conspicuous in these codes was the frequent
menlion of colors. Captured documents subsequently revealed tbat these
indicated beachhead seClorS. Since Ihis procesure was repealed during later
landings. any menlion of colors came to mean to German communication
intelligencl:: "Imminent danger of invasion."
AFRICA AND THE NEAR EAST (1941-43)

1n March 1941 the German Africa Corps was given one intercept platoon)
which was soon enlarged into an intercept company to which were assigned

English-language cryptanalysts from the intercept command station. The
company was equipped with receivers and direction·finding inM~umen,ts
suitable for use in a tropical climate. The personnel had had expenence In
intercepting British traffic ever since the Campaign in the Wesl and therefore
knew the weaknesses of the British radio system. During operations against
the United Kingdom the Germans arrived at the conclusion that (he British
were underestimating the successes of German communication intelligence,
and this became even more obvious in Africa. Here. in mobUe desert
warfare, radio was the only possible form of communicatioo-a medium as
dangerous as it W"dS valuable-and the British used it more carelessly th.ao
ever. A clear and accurate picture of the opposing British Eighth Army With
regard to all 1he details of its composition, the origin of irs divisions (South
Africa. India. and so forth). and its morale and plans. was rapidly gained as
the result of the mistak.es described in the preceding section. These mistakes
included clear-text radiotelephone and telegraph messages mentioning geographical data. the names of individuals. and unit designations; the failure to
mask. such terms properly; and the use of extremely simple ciphers and
routine caU signs. German intelligence in Africa also had some exceptionally
lucky breaks. as. for example, when jt was able to re~rt on, impending
British operations after solving messages sent by the Amencan liaison officer.
In the summer of 1942 a German submarine operating in the eastern
Mediterranean captured a ship on whit.:h was found a complete set of radio
codes us~d jointly by services of the 'British armed forces in lhe
Mediterranean theater from Gibralter to Egypt. The security of radio
communication in this area was a matter of vital concern in safeguarding 1he
Srilish supply line. The suhmarine, which had been assigned to other tasks.
was immediately recalled after reporting this valuable prize. Becau....e it was
then possible to decrypt rapidly all British radio communications using these
codes. German counlermeasures at sea and in the air were especialty
41
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successful for the next two weeks. Then this traffic ceased entirely. The
British had become suspicious and did not resume radio operations until six
weeks later, after couriers had been able to deliver new codes throughout this
far-flung theater of operations.
The excellent results obtained by communication intelligence provided
Field Marshal Rommel with accurate and welcome information, on which he
could base his bold and varied tactics. His peculiar talent for gaining
unexpected success in armored warfare, where radio communication played a
vital role, had already brought him a number of startling victories as
commander of a panzer division in the Campaign in the West. In the desert
Rommel encouraged this new method of tactical reconnaissance, especially
since the results of German air reconnaissance were limited by British air
superiority. To facilitate the detailed evaluation of information by the
intercept company, Rommel's chief of staff always had two field trunk
circuits at his disposal to handle incoming telephone and teletype traffic.
During all his inspection trips to the front Rommel was personally informed
by radio about all important results obtained by radio intelligence. It may be
assumed that the British did not employ any radio intelligence of their own
against the German Africa Corps; at least they did not succeed in solving
Rommel's codes. Thus, German radio intelligence was able to work
unsuspected by the British.
Rommel also made use of radio deception by having several radio stations
simulate large forces far to the south in the desert and suggest an
encirclement. On repeated occasions radio intelligence was able to observe
that the British were taken in by this strategem, and that apparently without
any confirmation by their reconnaissance planes they sent tanks and
motorized artillery, once even an armored division, to oppose the fictitious
enemy. On one other occasion, however, German radio intelligence was
unable to detect a British armored division which had advanced far to the
south, since it had observed absolute radio silence for several weeks, as was
subsequently confirmed by a captured regimental commander.
In front of £1 Alamein the intercept company was able to report the
reinforcement of the British forces and their preparations for an attack with
which the German-Italian forces could not possibly cope. The intercept
company and its evaluation center were imprudently stationed far in advance
of Rommel's headquarters and only a few kilometers behind an Italian sector
of the front which was subsequently penetrated by British tanks in late
October J 942. While defending itself the company lost more than a hundred
dead; the company commander was seriously wounded and died in a Cairo
military hospital. Because of the surprise achieved by the tank attack., there
was no opportunity to destroy the valuable intercept files. Thus, the enemy
captured the German records of intercepted British messages and codes and
the analyses prepared by the German intercepted service, as well as German
and Italian radio schedules and ciphers.
42
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German radio intelligence had little success, inasmuch as nothing imponant
could be intercepted except British command messages, which could not be
solved. German radio intelligence worked togetht:r with its halian counterpart
against the British. This coopenttion was extremely cordial, but furnished
few resulrs of any imponance.
The proposal to supplement radio intelligence operations, then directed
exclusively againsl the east, by a chain of intercept Slat ions directed IOward
the SOUlh and extending approximately from the Balearic Islands to Sardinia,
Sicily, and Crete was rejected, since Anglo-American landings in Africa were
believcd out of (he question because of the vulnerability of Allied supply
routes to submarine 3n3ck.. In addition, there were supposedly not enough
intcrcept units available for such a precautionary measure.
The Allied landings in French West and North Africa on 7 November
1942 came as a surprise because of the secrecy afforded by radio silence. The
unpredictable sky wa'\iC radiation on the short wavelengths, preferred by tilt:
8ritish and Americans for military traffic, was responsible For accidental
success on the part of German radio inrelligence. The intercept stations in
Norway, the Netherlands. and France which covered the west, chieOy
England, picked up almost all Alli~d messages foJlowing the landing and
were able to work without the assistanct: of direction-finding stations to the
south, since a sufficient number of k>calities were mentioned in Allied
messages. On Ihe first day of the landing Ihe Bergen (Norway) FiKed
Intercept Slat ion received Ihe messages with good signal strength. Bergen
immediately recognized their importance and reported them to $[. Germain.
Since the traffic resembled that used at Dicppe, especially with regard to the
use of colors to designate beachhead sectors, there was no longer any doubt
that a landing had occurred.
In spite of or because of the long distances, the signals in question were
also well receivw in the $l. Germain area, even including (rafflc between
regiment and hanalion, since the short wavelengths were used almost
exclusively. A large volume of messages was received, which was nO[
surprising in view uf the strong Allied forces committed. Thcre is nothing
new to be said about enemy radio procedure al that lime. In spite of all
a[lempts at uniformity American trafflc could still be distinguished from the
British. The former was generally characterized by greiuer cacclessness. Field
codes and ciphers were solved and a large number of careless messages in
clear text appeared once again.
German radio intelligence gathered informatt<m about the following points:
aU· beachheads, the neutralization or de~ertion of French troops, the progress
of (he advance into the interior. some of the advance routes and Objectives,
supply problems, cooperation between air and ground units, the order of
bailie of the landing forces and their tactical organillilion during the advance::.
After the arrival of the first elements of General \ion Arnim's Fifth Panzer
44
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Army, rcports were heard from armored reconnaissance elements about
German positions. roovements. and engagements. Added to these were the
usual details. such as names of officers and reports on casualties, armament.
and equipment; in ShOft. the entire course of events were followed in detail
by a brancb of German communication intclligence that actually was assigned
an entirely different mission on another front. It is hardly an exaggeration 10
say that during at least the fir.;t phase of this campaign almost one hundred
percent of the Germans' information about the enemy in this new theater
was provided by communication intelligence.
The next step was to forward this information to the German forces .in
Africa without undue loss of time. At that time OKH approved the essential
features of the once-rejected plans for establishing a theater of operations,
Oberberehlshaber Suedwest (Commander in Ch.ief, Southwest, or OR Southwest), and the requisite measures were swiftly tak-en. First, an army in.tercept
company. supported by a Luftwaffe communication intelligence UOIt, was
sent to Taormina in Sicily, and laler, for lechnical r~asons, to Marsala at the
wt:Stem tip of the i~land. There Ihe company upended quite ~uccessrull~,
s.inc~ it was dose 10 Ihe front and the An~ricans still failed to observe radIO
discipline. This unil rendered valuable service tn the Ger.mal.' cotmna~d. In
February 1943 the: position of Commander of Commulllcallon Intelligence
($even) was ct~ated with an evaluation eemer in Rocca di Papa, south of
Rome, under 08 Southwest (Field Marshal Kesselring). whose headquarters
was in nearby Frascati.
Because of the favorable results obtained by communication intelligence,
its relations with all Army and Luftwaffe headquarters wcre excellent. For
example. at a conferencc in the headquarters of 08 Southwesl. .the
Commander of Communication Intelligence reported a British message Just
received which re..·ea~ that there was a considerable traffic jam in a certain
wadi Idded up river bed), the location of which could not be determined by
cryplanalysis but could be surmised, since several cOlumn~ were .bIOCk.i~g th.e
wadi. Kesselring r-adioed orders for planes to reconnOiter thiS wadi: A.1f
reconnaissance confirmed the intercept while tbe conference was sull 10
progress, and a short time later a report was received that the trOOP
concemratlon had been successfully bombed.
Errors in interpretation also occurred. However. such instances were rare,
since all unconfirmed reports were given with reservations. For example,
prior to Ihe invasion of Sicily a Brilish message spok~ of a success.ful
landing. Since only one direction-finding team was available. only olle beanng
could be tak.en. The reading ~uggestcd a point on the southern coast of
Sicily. As was subsequently revealed. no landing on Sicily had ta~en place.
but a landing exercise had been carried out on islands off the Afncan coasl
which lay in the path of the bearing taken. This experience made the
intelligence analysts more caulious in their judgments. As a rcsult, onc of
them did not immediately repOrt a landing on the Italian mainland from
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too. was a training exercise. In this

The Communication Intelligence C--Ommander's request to save the
intelligence company in Africa from impending capture and thus preserve it
for future action by transferring it to Italy was turned down because of
Hiller's order that no men or equipment were fo be evacuated from Africa
Thus, only a smaIl part of [he valuable personnel and radio equipment could
be saved. The conduct of the personnel of the company. with whom radio
contact was maintained until the arrival of the enemy t.anks, was excellent
They reported that they had destroyed all valuable materiel, and that every
man was aware of his duty after being captured,
SICILY AND ITALY (1943-45)

Since enemy air superiority seriously hampered German air reconnaissance
dUring the fighting in Sicily and southern Italy, communication intelligence
played a more and more important role, One corps commander summed up
this trend by saying he no longer needed an inle1ligence officer (G- 2) for
compiling reports on the enemy situation, since the only available sources of
information were the intercepts furnished by communIcation intelligence.
In the course of the numerous landings during the following months the
enemy was again able to achieve surprise by maintaining radio silence. In
between landings, however, German communication intelligence was able to
gain information that was instrumental in countering these landings.
During the fighting in Sicily an intercepted message, revealing a planned
minor landing on the northern shore of the island, was transmitted not only
to OB Southwest and to Korps Hube, which was then fighting in Sicily, but
also to the intelligence officer of Luftwaffe commander, Field Marshal von
Richthofen. The intelligence officer did not report this message immediately
but waited until the regular staff meeting, which was held later. Consequently, the Luftwaffe was unable to carry out counterattacks in time.
Richlhofen was furious and immediately ordered that in the future all such
reports should not go through channels but should be sent directly to him or
his chief of staff and simultaneously also to the Luftwaffe field agencies
concerned. During a similar but bigger landing, which was supported by
naval artilJery, another message intercepted by radio intelligence resulted in
the timely and effective bombing of the enemy's ships offshore. which
compelled him to caU off the operation.
The problem of quickly informing front line units of aU intelligence reports
concerning them was solved in other theaters by drastic decentralization
whereby small teams were located in the vicinity of division staffs. The tirneconsuming route through the chain of command was thus avoided. In Italy,
however, centralized inlercept method~ could work with greater technical
efficiency, and a large evaluation center could provide bener results, in view
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of the many languages spoken by the enemy. Thus, all tactical intelligence
information of importance to the lower echelons were encrypte~ in a srx-cial
cipher and broadcast by a powerful station, with the exceptIon of secret
operation reports, which were forwarded thro.ugh the custo~ary channels.
These radio warnings saved many hves. especlalty among artlilerymen, and
were gratefully received by all.
. .
.
.
In evaluating the results obtained by German communJcatton IOtelhgence
in this theater during the last year of the war it should be noted that the
enemy signal personnel had learned in the course of the war to. respect
German communication intelligence. The Germans now had to stram every
effort to detect and exploit the inevitable weaknesses in Allied radio
communication. Messages which offered little prospect of success were now
given secondary consideration. These were chiefly command message from
division to higher headquarters. Main emphasis was placed on front-hne
traffic forward of division. The difference between long-range and short-nmge
intelligence had gradually disappeared, since {he former rc!ie~ more an~ more
on the information obtained by intercepting enemy radiO lraffic m the
forward lines.
In Italy the British and Americans had coordinated their radio . techniques
to such an extent thal there were hardly any differences to be noticed. Apart
from pronunciation and subject matter their respective transmissi~ns could
be dis.tinguished only by a few operating characteristics and som~ dIfferences
in troop designations. It was simpler to recognize units which dl~ not speak
English. The French used their old pecuI~r methods and were fatrly easy to
identify, while the Brazilians offered n.o dlfficultie~ at all.
.
In all cases it was. possihle to obtam information from mIstakes made hy
the enemy. The sending of messages in dear texl furnished unit des.ignations,
terrain data and officers' names. Anempts to disguise operating Signals and
grid coordi~ates were still unsuccessful. The cryptographic sys-t~ms used by
the higher echelons continued to resist analysis, but many field clphe.rs could
be brok:en. In this connection it should be acknowledged to the credit of the
Allies that only a few of these messages in field ciphers revealed events ~f
tactical or strategic importance, at least not directly. On the other hand, It
was frequently pOSSIble to draw conclusions.
On the whole, however, enemy radio communication was so good th~t
German radio intelligence was confronted by a cflsis in March 1944, since it
had become almost impossible to ascertain Allied intentions in time. It had
also become difficult to recognize the order of battle during the withdrawal
and transfer of units, and changes in command. But then, as subsequently
happened in France. the Allied air forces came to the rescue..
.
Intensive study of intercepts covering a fairly long penod dlsclosed a
definite relationship between preparations for offensive operations ~n? the
assignment of air liaison officers to fronl line divisions. Assault .dlvlslons
which did not have an air liaison officer were assigned one, while other
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IOterce p l.. s.mce the syst~m used was of a lower Quality (han that employed
by rhe Bntlsh and Amencan ground forces. This knowledge in turn enabled

the Ge~mans la, predict accurateJy when enemy 3U3Cks would begin. German
A~y mterceptlon of the Allied strategic air force revealed the points of
mal~. effort of reconnaissance ftighrs l and target areas, which helped to

clardy the enemy's overall plans,

~me Irivial details fur.nished information to communication intelligence,
as .L~ sho~n by Ihe follOWing examples. An impending arlack against German
dete~ses In the Naples area was detected in time because a small supply unit
mcnuoned ~~at ~um was to be issued on a certain day. Since it was known
(hat (he BflIlSh ISSUed rum to their lroops before an allad, il was possible
to WArn the German defenders.
The following was heard from a BritiSh station at La.ke Commaehio: <'The
German troops are retreating in a hurry and even the Italians are advancing."
The presence of the British unit was aln::ady known. but this message
co~firmcd the first employment of Italians in combat on Ihe Allied side. Thc
~dlO operator of a French unit described his anticipated amorous adventures
In ~aples. No :rench units h3d previously been detected at the point from
WhICh he Stnl hiS message

. Jt j~ difficult [0 understand why the Allies, at feast during positron warfare
thl~ . theater., f~iJed t~ mask their offensive grounl1 operations by
mamt~ml~g ra~1O Silence Just as they did during surprise Jandings. Unlike
the Situallon I~ the desert. their telephone lines in hal}' were certainly
adequate for thiS purpose, As was the case in Russia. this carelessness was
~roba.bIY due fo a feeling of ahsolute superiority. Neverthel~s, the manner
10 whl~h enemy. radio operations were conducted offered the weaker defenders
mU~h mformatlon which cost the attackers losses which could have been
In .

aVOided.

DEfENSE OF W!::srERN EUROPE (l944-H)

Following the spring or 1944 German communication inlelligence in Italy
and. France noticed a shirr in heavy enemy concemrations rrom the
Medltefra~ean area [0 England. American ant1 British elite divisions. which
had. preViously been observed in southern Italy or elsewhere in lhe
Me<hterranean theat~r. appeared in the BritiSh Isles. The following is an
e~a..~ple of German mtercepr work during Ihat period: An Amr:rican airborne
dIVISIO~ (the 82nd?) had been reported for quite some time in soulhern Italy
w~en l~ sUddcn~y disappeared. About three weeks later over a hitherto
Unldenldi~d Del .In England there was trans milled a reference to the search
for a SO~dler agamst ~hom a girl in thc United Stales had instituted paternity
pr~ceedl.lIgs. The shIpment number of this ~okJier tallioo with the wde
deSignation used by the missing airborne diVision. When communication
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inlelligence reported this finding and suggested that the airborne division
might have been transferred to England. the Armed Forces Operations Staff
replied facetiously that the divisjon had most likely been lransported by
SUbmarine, but that no transports of lhis kind had been observed near
Gibraltar. Nevertheless, the new radio net was pUt under special observation
for any characteristics of this airborne division, and indisputable evide.nce of
Its presence in England was soon secured. It subsequently turned out to be
one of (he first invasion units to be reported.
The methods employed in intercept operations against Great Britain did
not change substantially during the last eighteen monrhs of the war. Chart J
enumeraLes the German radio intelligence units which were 3vailable in 1944.
A subsequent comprehensive evaluation prepared some time after (he start of
the Allied invasion showed that approximalely ninety-five percent of the units
whieh landed in Normandy had been previously identified in the British Isles
by means of intensive radio intelligence. Thus. one may conclude that the
information provided by communicalion imeWgence was QUIte adequate and
lhat the Gennan Supreme Command was in a position to calculate the
strength of the enemy forces. Locator (<:lrds, regularly issued by the
communication intelligence cOl1trol center. contained precise information
aboul newly organizcd divisions, and the appearance or disappearance of
radiO trafflc from and (0 specific troop units. The intercepted radio actiljiry
during the numerous landing exercises fumished a picture of the projected.
invasion procedure. It wa~ impossible, however. to oblain any clue as 10 the
time and place of tbe landing. The radio picture did not change noticcably
until the last day before the invasion. All previously known and observed
types of traffic continued as usual. No radio deceptions were recognized. No
kind of radio alert was observed before the landing. According to later
reports the first wave sailed on short notice.
The AUies scored a great surprise on 6 June 1944 by the imposition of
radio silence. An.y ditTerent action would have been a grave blunder not to be
expected of an enemy who had had five years of varied wartime experience.
both good and bad, with German communication intelligence. and which
afler a long period of preparation was now launching the decisive battle of
the war.
The German radio intelligence organization in the West had been prepared
for the invasion during the preceding months. Jts actual beginning, rhereforc.
brought no special changes. The entire organization was so well integrated
that it could handle the additional workload. Gradually all monitoring of
unimportant areas. such as (reland, Spain, Portugal, and Brazil, was
discontinUed in ordt'f to save personnel nnd equipmenl and to release aU
available In(n for intucepting the traffic of the Allied forces ,hat had landed.
Since the evaluation data had been distributed (Q all units. it was possible to
transfer the Intercepting of new radio traffic from one unit LO another at
short notice. This was only possible. however. because aU the units had
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thoroughly [rained and experienced personnel. Break.downs in the command
net caused by enemy air attacks reduced the speed with which intelligence
results were transmitted, but this difficulLy was overcome by a prearranged
plan which was put into effect all along the line from the unit furthest
forward back 10 the communication intelligence control cenler.
Afler (he initial landings, long-range imelligence at first produced only
minor results. This was explained by the fact thai the Allies did not wish to
offer any clues to enemy radio intelligence and therefore restricted 'heir radio
communication. Moreover. the short distances withing the beachhead areas
probably permitted the issuance of vertal orders and reports. In addition,
the enemy was able [0 use telephone connections, which were nol disrupted
by any Luftwaffe interference. The expansion of the beachheads resulted in
the transmission of so many radio messages that a fairly clear picture of the
enemy situatKm was speedily obtained. An even greater wealth of information
was provided by short-range nt-dio intelligence and divisional combat
intelligence. The signal officer for OB West moved his short-range intelligence
company to Seventh Army headquarters near caen to improve short-range
inlelligence operations. Tbe reports on the situation emanating from
communication intelligence about forty-eight hours after the beginning of the
invasion listed most of che enemy di\'isions and included data on the enemy
army group then in command.
The postwar press gave much attention to the opinion expressed by
Geneml Jodi. the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Scaff, who said that
a second landing was expecled north of the Seine and chat thererore the
German reserves and the Fifteenth Army stationed in that area were not
immediately committed in a counterattack. The information obtained by
communication intelligence did not support this assumption. The chief of the
control center of Communication Intelligence West was asked to ex.press his
personal opinion on this matter during a conference of the Western
Intelligence Branch. He said that a comparison of the number of units
already recognized with those previously identified in Great Britain permilted
the conclusion that most of the Allied forces had already been landed and
that the remaining ones were insufficient for a second landing. Any still
uncommitted uniL.. would be needed to feed the current baltle. This opinion
was shared by the Western Intelligence Branch. but was in contradicLion to
that of (he Armed Forces Operations Staff. The estimate of (he situation was
given some validity by the fact that a short lime after the beginning of the
invasion a British landing craft had been captured near Boulogne. However,
it seemed obvious that this enemy craft had losl ils way.
It should be noted that unfonunacely not only in this instance but
Ihroughoul the war Generdl JodI. as well as Hitler himself, frequently
showed a lack of confidence in communicalion intelligence, especially if 1he
reports were unfavorable. However. orders were issued as early as Ihe time
of the salerno landing Ihat all favorable reports should be given top priority
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aii reports unfavorable to [he enemy derived from calls for help, casualty
lists. and the like. When. during the first days of the invasion, American
units in particular sent out messges containing high casually figures, the
OK W was duLy impressed. In contrast, the esrimate of the siruation prepared
by (he Weslern Imelligence Branch was absolultly realisLic and in no way
colored by oplimislic hopes.
As already mentioned, shon-range radio inlelligence and combat intelligence provided such an abundance of informalion Ihat even in Normandy
any auack of division strength and greater couLd be predicted one to five
days in advance. The American field cipher device was compromised. To be
sure, messages enciphered by this system coukl at first be solved only after a
delay of from IWO to four days. Later on, when more data had been
gathered, only a few houts were needed. The British cryptographic service
was unchanged: while the Army was as efficient as ever, the RAF continued
to be careless. As in Italy. communication intelligence mainlained routine
imerception of the messages sent by air liaison officers attached to British
Army headquarters, who Ihereby revealed the intentions of the enemy
command. There was no cryptographic cooperation between the Army and
the RAF, nOr was there any unified control in (his field.

In spite of low personnel strength and disrupted signal communication.
German communicalion inlelligence proved capable of co....ering the Allied
forces' advance 10 the Rhine by reporting the approximate composition arK!
strength of the enemy units as well ilS the boundaries between forces of
different nationality. Batlle-tested divisions were more careful in their radio
operations than new ones. The Americans general1y observed less radio
discipline than the BritiSh, and thus provided a better source of information.
During the firsl excitement of the invasion, both the Americans and the
British often transmjued in the clear. The Canadians, who formed the
numerically weakest landing contingent, supplied quantitatively the least
information. Among the American forces. Patton's army was the easiest to
observe.
The V.S. Seventh Army. advancing from southern France, offered the
greatest difficulties, since il maintained exceptional radio discipline and
cryptographic security. It could be plotted only by intensive DfF operations.
This fact may perhaps be aurihuted 10 the Seventh Army's previous combat
experience in Africa, Sicily, and southern France, where its forces had
learned Lo deal wilh German communication intelligence. In any event. the
Seventh Army furnished an in Ie resting example of a major command's having
trailled iLs subordinate unit commanders and signal officers to observe such a
high degree of radio discipline lhat the sourc~ of enemy intelligence were
restricted to a minimum.
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Another American army, possibly the Third. could be easily observed,
because its messages were transmiued in a careless manner and because il
used very primitive ciphers below division level. In addition to revealing
valuable tactical information, this army gave way its passwords to the
Germans lwenty·four hours in advance.
Even during the fighting along the West Wall. in facL unlil the end of the
war, (he results gathered by short-f'dnge communication intelligence learns
auachcd 10 newly activated or reorganized divisions were always in proportion
to the interest shown by the respective division commanders. the inteHigence
officers. or the signal battalion commanders. All the divisions whlch took an
active interest in efficient short-mnge intelligence operations were remarkably
successful against an enemy who was becoming more and more careles~ . .
E.'ipecially interesting was the information obtained by commUOlcallon
intelligence during the Ardennes offensive. Before the German surprise attack
it was eyident rhat [he enemy was nor cognizant of the German preparations.
since the al\sembled armies-the Fifth and Sixth Panzer Armies-observed
radio silence. Communication intelligence clearly recognized the compo~ition
and low strength of the American units. in the sectors which were to be
anacked. The enemy had not fortified his lines or placed any rese.rves in
readiness. On the morning of D Day, 16 December 1944, a message In clear
text from the U.S. first Army stated that the Germans had overrun the
American positions and caught the troops by surprise "while asleep." Then
followed reports of U.S. Withdrawals and information aoom Ihe furthest
points of advance reached by Ihe German armored spearheads, as well as
repof(s of heavy tosses.
Soon afterward, German radio inlelligence scored another great success
which, though it could no longer be exploited operationally, might have led
to heavy American losses. This was the result of a serious blunder on the
part of the Americans. A few days after [he offensive began, a new net of
the American military police was picked up. It was established beyond a
doubt that MP units with radio transmitters had been stationed at all
important road crossings, in fact. along all main rear area traffic arteries.
They reported all major troop movements so Lhat German communication
intelligence wa'i able to ascertain very quickly that troop units were ~ing
transferred to the Ardennes breakthrough area from all zones of action,
except the French. The MPs used an easily broken cipher intermingled with
a good deal of clear text-probably for the sake of speed-and thus provided
th~ Germans nOi only with information about the composition of U.S.
troops, but also an accurate picture-by memioning advance guards, march
velocities. and column lengths-of the time when the German thrust could
be expected to meet with increasing resistance. It W'dS also perfectly clear .to
the Germans thai these reinforcements were not made up of makeshift
emergency units. but that the Americans were Ihrewing in ~omplete
formations, incluJing even some elite armored divisions. By so dOing they
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British radio communication was the most effective and secure of all those
wilh which German communication inrelligence had 10 contend. Effectiveness
wa~ based on. ~orld War I experience in radio procedure and cryptology, in
which (he Bnllsh Army learned many a lesson from the Navy. The highert=ehelon cryplosys(cms of Ihe Brilish were never compromised in World War
II. !he radio o~rators were well tramed and performed their WOrk in an
effiCI.enl and reliable manner. Nevenhelcss, there were also some defects.
Fee-hng safe because of the security of their cryprosr-;Ienls. Ihe BritiSh
neglected to take into acCOunt Ihe openings which their radio communication
~efL 10 German (raRk analysis. Plain-text addresses and signa lUres contained
In otherwise securely encryptcd messagel> revealed the make-up of the BritiSh
nets and thereby also the tactical interrelationship of units in which the
Germans were interested. The stereotyped sequence in which sl<:ltions

reported into their nets indicated the structure of the chain of l;Qmmand,
while British field ciphers were too simple and did Oot provide adequate
security over extended periods of time. Either the British overestimated the
security of their own syStems, or underestimated Ihe capability of German
communicalion intelligence. The same was tme of the radio truffie of British
armored units. which used such simple codes and so much clcar text that the
Germans arrived at the conClusion that the British were unaware of their
field radio communications being observed.
In spite of impenetrable higher-echelon cryptosystems. excellent operating
procedures. and efficient personnel, the security of the Brilish radin
communication in lhe United Kingdom during 194(}-42, and especially in
AfrJca in 1941-42, was so poor that, for instance. until the barlle of £1
Alamein Field Marshal Rommel was always aware of BritiSh inlemioos It
was Rommel who repeatedly emphasized the predominanr significance of
radio intelligence reports in making an estimate of the enemy situation.
In this connection it may be pointed out that tty no l'Ileans all German
field commanders recogniZed the utility of radio communication and
intelligence. Many of them were quite prejudiced against these lcchnoklgicat
innovations. This may help to explain why the performance of some field
commanders and their subordinate units so conspicuously surpassed or fell
short of the general average. They were the ones who either deliberately or
unconsciously simplified or complicated their mission by making full use of
or neglecting the facilities which were at their disposal.
What surprised the Germans was Ihat the many tactical succt:sses scored
by Rommel as the result of his unusally profound knowledge of the enemy
situation did not arouse the suspicion of the British and lead them to the
realization that their own carelessness in radio communication was at fault.
According to British statements Ihe mosl important booty captured during
Ihe breakthrough al El Alamein were the German intercept records. A Quick
analysis of this material opened their eyes and led them [0 introduce
immediate reforms. The correction of Ihe mistakes lhey had made o . . er a
perloo of several yean:, and the thorough reorganization of their radio
communication did much to improve their SeCUrlly.
Where<is the RAF failed 10 adopt tbe superior radio operation procedures
of the British Army and Navy, olher Allies who subsequently entered the
war. especially the United States, introduced the proved British methods,
much to lbeir advantage. Only France failed 10 do ~, much 10 its
disadvantage.
During the last year of the Italian compaign the exemplary conduct of the
British, with their wealth of e-xperience. confronted German commullicalion
intelligence with a variety of problems. In this slower and more orthodox
type of warfare strict control by the British achieved a high degree of radio
discipline and was able to eliminate moSt of the national idinsyncrasies that
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posrlJOn Lo atlad those parts of the front from which these troops had been

withdrawn.
This phone and CW traffic provided additional valuable information later
on, for example, when radio intelligence was abte to predict the transfer of
a U.S. armored division (0 the Liege-Aachen area [wcnry.four hours in
advance.

German communication intelligence continued to function smoothly in the
West during tbe subsequent COurse of events up to the end of the war. The
Germans always l.;new weI! in advance about enemy concentrations, such as
(he one at the Remagen bridgehead. and about the direction of inrended
armor thrusts. They had no difficulty in discerning, for c);:ample, where and
with which divi~ions ?eneral Patton intended to strike. The enemy gradually
<:loondoned C(eutlon With the resull that many messages of a highly classified
nature were .sent in clear text. The intelligence officer of Army Group West.
as well as F~ld Marshall Kesselring. estimated rhal Ihe information obtained
by their communication intelligence amounted 'U Ihal time (0 njncly-five
perCent of the German enemy intclligence, ina~much as air reconnaissance
was then a riling of the paSI, very few prisoners were captured. and agents
could no longer get behind the enemy front.
Because of the growing German impotence on all fronts, the command
was. unable to exploit the results of communication intelligence in proportion
to IfS grear value. Because of the overwhciming AIJjed superiorily in
manpower and materiel during the last years of the war. the value of German
communication inrelligence was largely theorefical.
APPRAISAL OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS IN BRITISH .... ND AMERICAN ARMIEs
IN THE EUROPEAN Tt-IEA·rER

The British Army
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The standard of security in the

ltali;m theater was extremely high.
The U.s. Army

American radio communication developed very much along British lines.
Up 10 1942 dom~tic military traffic in Ihe United States and that carried on
by the first units to be transferred 10 tbe British lsles revealed certain
distinctive features. such as APO numlx:rs, officer promotion lists, and unit
designalions and abbreviations which were at variance with their British
equivalents. German communication intelligence had no difficuhy in driving
wedges al points where these features occurred and in compromising the
security of American radio communication. The manner in which the U.S.
Army handled the traffic showed that its radio operators were fas{ and
experienced. The comments made in the preceding section pertaining to the
British cryptosystems are also \lalid for those of the Americans. The use of
field cipher devices complicated German radio intelligence operation~. even
though their cryptosecurity was far from perfect.
The Americans deserve credit for the speed with which they adopted
British operating procedures in 1942. They must have recognized the
progress made by their Allies, particularly after El Alamein. The Germans
observed a continuous process of coordination aimed at eliminating the easily
discernible difference::; between British and American procedures, except for
linguistic differences which could not be erased. However, (he radio discipline
observed by British and American units alike while they were stationed in (he
United Kingdom deteriorated rapidly and reached the very limit of minimum
security requirements as soon as U.S. troops entered combat. The abundance
of radio sets with which American units were equipped tempted the
inexperienced U.S. divisions to [[ansmit far 100 many CW and voice
messages in the clear. They thereby provided the German command with
many clues regarding the tactical situation and U.S. intentions and enabled
German cryptoanalysts to sol\le many an American cryptosystem. This
criticism pertains particularly to the initial engagements in North Africa, and
10 the subsequent actions in Normandy and France in general. and to a
lesser extent to those in Italy. In spite of the t[,.lining during combined
exercises in (he British Isles, the security of American nldio cornmunicalion
was eJ.trtmely poor. During the latter stages of the war the quality and
security of radio communication were far from uniform in all the American
armies. There were some armies whose radio traffic could hardly be observed,
with the result that their intentions remained a secret. Other armies, either
deliberately or unwittingly, denied themselves the benefits or radio security.
Needless to say, in spile of their obvious superiority, this deficiency proved
detrimental to them and resulted in needless losses.

The comments made with regard to radio silence and deception in the
seclion dealing with British radio communicalion apply equally to that of tnt:
Americans.
Apparenlly there existed no centralized U.S. radio command agency
responsible for raising the average performance to the quality and security
standards sct by the most disciplined units, or for keeping in check the
arbitrary and unsatisfactory operating procedures of certain armies. Incidentally, lhe conclusions at which the Germans arrived on this subject were
confirmed by MP radio operations during the Ardennes offensive. In this
instance all established rules were violated and, given a somewhat less
unfavorable dislribulion of forces, tbe final outcome might have been very
different, since the German top-level command had complete information on
U.S. plans and operations. These happenings were in paradoxical contrast to
tbe otherwise exemplary security measures taken by the Americans.
In conclusion, j[ may be said ,hat the Americans' high-echelon nets were
just as secure as their British counterparts. Tactical net operation should
indeed ha\le measured up to Ihe required security standards. Actually,
however, overall security was compromised by the many opening::; given to
German communication intelligence by insufficiently disciplined lower-echelon
units. That a maximum of security could have been achieved was demonstrated
by the efficient radio operations of the U.S. Seventh Army during (he last
year of tht: war, when the results obtained by German communication
intelligence operations in the path of this army dropped to an extremely low
level. Unified control and strict supervision would surely ha\le led to greater
security among the U.S. forces in general.
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